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Abstract: This paper presents an analysis of the instability of the electricity generation of renewable
energy sources (RESs), specifically Digital Twins of RESs. The first part deals with the analysis
of RES electricity generation around the world and Ukraine. The following chapter describes
features of functioning power grids in modern conditions in Ukraine and ways to ensure the balance
reliability in the power system for conditions of high-grade RES integration. The rapid increase
in electricity generation RESs causes control problems of distributed power supply in the power
grid. A mathematical model of the parameter controls in normal mode electric power systems for
conditions with high integration of RESs is proposed in the second part. The study investigates
components of the optimality criterion at the control of normal mode parameters of the electric
power system with RESs. In general, digital transformation helps decarbonize the energy supply,
decrease dependency on fossil fuels, and integrate renewables into power systems. A model Digital
Twin (DT) of a photovoltaic system, or an exact 3D visualization, analyzing the accumulator system
depending on load and generation, are presented. The problems of Digital Twin are very widely
discussed, but many papers and studies are general without any practical implementations. The
main part of this paper focuses on research and deals with daily electricity generation from different
kinds of RESs, namely mini-hydropower stations, photovoltaic power stations, and wind power
stations. Measured data of electricity generation from photovoltaic power plants, wind power plants,
and mini-hydropower plants and obtained meteorological factors were used for the calculation of
Spearman’s, Kendall’s, and Pearson’s correlation rank coefficients. The main contribution of this
research is to determine the main metrological factors for each kind of studied RES. In the future,
it will help to decide the task of forecasting power generation more presciently. Additionally, the
presented model of DT RESs allows the installation and operation of grids with higher efficiency,
because it can help to predict all influences, from shading up to the optimization of the battery
storage system.

Keywords: digital twin; renewable energy sources; photovoltaic power plant; wind power plant;
small hydropower plant; instability; criteria correlation Spearman

1. Introduction

Integration of renewable energy sources (RESs) into power systems (PSs) is a strong
trend impacting many subjects in local specifics of particular countries. The task of decreas-
ing CO2 emissions is a worldwide challenge [1]. Renewable energy source (RES)-based
electrification is an important step for changing the ecological situation in the world [2,3].
Detailed art analyses allow us to highlight four main renewable sources: wind renewable
energy, solar renewable energy, hydro renewable energy, and bioenergy (see Figure 1) [2,4,5].
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Replacement of conventional electric power plants using fossil fuels with renewable energy
sources can help to answer this challenge [1]. According to IRENA [6], there is currently a
rapid increase in installed capacity and RES electricity generation in the world, Europe and
Ukraine as well. In Ukraine, the most popular RESs are photovoltaic power stations (PPSs),
wind power stations (WPSs), and small and micro hydropower stations (HPSs).
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It is evident that the actual task is improving the methodology of control, management,
and programming of DT photovoltaic systems, which provides an abstraction of the entire
system as a distributed database. Experiments will implement on a simulation platform in
real time. In contrast, it is planned to develop a real-life simulation model for researching
the process of implementing DT technologies in the power balancing of the electric system
of microgrids with RESs based on the theory of similarity and neuro-fuzzy modeling while
taking into account the technical conditions of RESs.

The research work planned studies the digitalization of Renewable Energy Sources
(RESs), creating an exact Digital Twin (DT) with the aim of supporting the balancing of
the power grid and increasing the flexibility of the energy system, made possible through
dispatchable renewable energy sources. An essential part of the network systems needs
total reconstruction, renewal, and modernization. The objective is to study and increase the
potential and performance of renewable energy sources with the usage of DT.

In accordance with the formed goal and objectives of the scientific work, it is assumed
that the analysis and summary of the actually collected information will be carried out. On
the basis of summarizing the results and the results of the analysis of information reports
on the subject of the project, this study planned to conduct a marketing study and provide
proposals to customers. Potential practical benefits from the project apply to customers and
companies engaged in the design, installation, and operation of solar power plants, as well
as to the Scientific and Design Center for the Development of the Unified Energy System of
Ukraine at NEC “Ukrenergo” for the improvement in regulatory documents regulating the
operation of renewable energy sources in electrical networks of energy systems.

RESs play a significant role in the energy transition, meaning more than 50% of the
primary energy supply and almost 100% of electricity production [4]. IRENA’s quantifica-
tion of renewable energy focusing on the power market globally shows that existing goals
aim to increase the total renewable energy capacity up to 5.4 TW by the end of this decade.
This is exactly half of the 10.8 TW needed to reach IRENA’s 1.5 ◦C scenario [5]. Figure 2
shows the targets to be achieved by the installation of PV systems, at onshore as well as
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offshore wind parks, by 2030. The large usage of PV and wind energy is expected, which
gives a significant decrease in the cost of these technologies. The change has reached 88%,
68%, and 60% in the levelized cost of energy (LCOE) between 2010 and 2021 [6].
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The dynamics of changes in RES electricity generation in Ukraine differ from the rest
of the world because of the present war conditions, so they need to be investigated in more
detail. Data from IRENA for Ukraine RES generation are presented in Figures 3 and 4.
In IRENA online resources, in terms of RES potential, the local solar power potential in
Ukraine can be classified into seven groups. Every group represents one range of annual
PV production per nominal unit of installed capacity (kWh/kWp/yr). The presented chart
shows the percentage of the selected country’s applicable area in every class and the total
distribution of applicable area inside all classes as a numerical comparison.

Potential wind power density (W/m2) for onshore wind farms and installations is
presented in these particular classes used by NREL. The value is measured at the height of
100 m above the terrain. The chart also compares the distribution of the country’s free area
in each of these classes and matches it to the full sum of all wind resources. Locations in
the third group or higher are considered to be good wind resources and thus applicable for
usage of this source. Net primary production (NPP) of biomass is the full amount of carbon
stored inside all plants and accumulated as a biomass source every year. This number is the
basic measure of biomass production effectiveness. The presented chart shows the average
NPP for the model country (tC/ha/yr). This value is compared to the average NPP of 3–4 t
of carbon for the entire planet [5].
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One of the ways to increase the efficiency of RESs in the power grid is the usage of
Digital Twin for operation [7,8].

2. Digital Twin for RESs

Digital transformation helps to decarbonize the energy supply, decrease dependency
on fossil fuels, and integrate renewables in PSs while increasing their resilience [9]. RESs can
also be used for the power and heat supply of shelter cities. A shelter city is a community
of citizens (refugees) who lost their homes in war conditions. The building of shelter cities
generates problems in existing PSs and also impacts the power quality in the affected
power grid. The development of digital solutions and Digital Twins (DT) also makes
this application more reliable and affordable. The global DT market size is expected to
reach $41.77 billion in 2026 [10]. DT implementation developed and adopted for war or
post-war PS conditions can make shelter city prosumers, and thus another benefit for the
PS (Figure 5). RES DTs manage their day-to-day operations and optimize performance to
increase efficiency and speed up the reaching of the EU target that the usage of electricity
produced by renewables must grow to 50% by 2030.
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Several research studies [11–14] concentrated on practical issues and presented a case
study: an assessment of a PV inverter integration to a highly distributed renewable energy
source (DRES)-penetrated microgrid and described DT of RES equipment. The process of
implementing DT in RESs is presented in the flowchart in Figure 5.

The CORDIS Results Pack report presented EU-funded projects developing digital
solutions (including DT) to build a secure and diversified energy supply to improve RES
efficiency and resilience, reduce emissions, and provide citizens with innovative energy
services. Vision 2030 on Market Design and System Operation presents ENTSO-E [11]
identified drivers for power systems in the next 10 years: the rise of renewables (green deal),
the drive for electrification, the increase in decentralized resources, and digitalization.

The INTERFACE project develops an interface between transmission and distribution
system operators and their customers to allow seamless integration and efficient use of
RESs in the grid [14]. The FLEXIGRID project finds solutions that will protect the security
and reliability of the electricity grid as it incorporates growing amounts of RESs [15].

The TwinERGY project introduced a first-of-a-kind DT framework that will incorpo-
rate the required intelligence for optimizing energy demand and responsible RES usage.
TwinERGY further reinforces and catalyzes collaborative advancements in research, in-
novation, regulation, and market issues around Demand Response, RES Integration, and
Consumer Engagement [16].

Furthermore, these DTs will provide the basis for new market structures and will
allow wider use of distributed RESs. In the heart of digital transformation lies the process
of assigning real, physical embodiments and digital identities, also called Digital Twins.
DT is then used to support processes of design, development, monitoring, and targeting
interoperability between reality and digital representations of any asset. The level of
correspondence between the real object and its DT is critical, as it impacts the accuracy of
the information available through the DT and the reliability of any decision based upon it.
The PV industry progresses fast on the path of digital transformation. Basic singular DTs
are already in use across the lifecycle of PV assets, starting from design through monitoring,
all way to decommissioning and dismantling [17]. The current state of research shows the
relevance of the proposed topic and the need to develop methods and recommendations
for controlling RESs with DT usage. These DTs can also help optimize the power supply of
the shelter city (Figure 6).
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3. Integrated DTs for RESs in TSOs and DSOs

The main keys of DT technologies for integrated energy systems are presented in
Table 1 [18].
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Table 1. Key technologies of integrated hybrid energy system.

Technology Description

Multifunctional synergy

This determines the ideal energy resource
distribution in the affected region. It arises
from the current situation in economy and

resource potential.

Energy conversion

This means converting the primary energy into
secondary energy. Energy storage and energy

transportation costs are to be
significantly reduced.

Intelligent

Intelligent (smart) monitoring is the
background of this principle. It is usually

combined with the cooperation between edge
intelligence, sophisticated data analysis, and

fast processing.

Energy cascade utilization

The reduction in energy consumption follows
smart energy usage. Depending on required
quality and energy usage, all particular steps

are sequentially repeated.

Integrated DTs in power systems have weaknesses, and there is a push to find new
approaches for the physical implementation of DTs in TSOs for RESs:

1. Integrated modeling of multi-physics information hybrid systems, which means
the DT of any coupled energy system. This can contain coupling modeling of the
considered complex energy lines, or associative modeling of the doublet information–
physical object. Reducing and simplifying the mentioned physics-information twin
leads to the hybrid model;

2. A data-driven understanding of complex link features is essential for a comprehensive
energy system that is difficult to survey directly. This is built on mechanism analysis
and calculation and utilizes dynamic optimization of the unsurveyable object’s model.
It also takes into account real measured information;

3. A stable solution for the multivariate heterogeneous model means focusing on the
solution complexity defined through particular components of the DT hybrid model.
The basic means is the creation of a consistent solution framework that is fully com-
patible with all other model features, including the communication interfaces and real
interactions of the proposed hybrid model. The next step is the multi-scale collabora-
tive solution. Both the hybrid and heterogeneous models must be in correlation with
the parallel stability solution of twin real–digital objects as well;

4. Multi-scene applications and feedback integrating realistic measurements represent
real holographic mirroring capacity as well. Both objects are able to have digital–
reality interaction. These features of the proposed DT are applied, generally including
also the virtual–real information linking mechanism that is necessary for mirroring
operated in real time. Next, the prospective simulation of the running trajectory
includes the calculation of the model’s uncertainty, and finally, the self-evolution of
DTs can be built on the operational data feedback mechanism.

4. Features of DT Usage for Optimal Control of Distributed Power Systems with
High-Penetration RESs

Some types of tasks need to be decided to implement DT RESs, such as dynamic
systems with optimal conditions of RES operation management. DT RESs are described
by long-term- short-term prediction, planning, maintenance, and operational control in
real-time mode. The main task of DT RESs is a comparison of different types of control
(operational and automatic). The economic efficiency implementation of the DT solution
strongly depends on how well the DT RES task is defined. The strong issue during the
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implementation of DT for RESs is the discovery of reliable virtual models (mathematical
models) that consider the dynamics of RES generation and load power grid.

The feature of the use of existing optimization methods is the mathematical formal-
ization of the processes that are optimized for presentation with the usage of expensive
software. However, in the mathematical modeling of systems that have a complex temporal
and spatial hierarchical structure, there are significant complications. The main ones are the
multicriteria of control, as well as the distribution over a large area and the need to combine
in time the task of short-term planning, operational (dispatching), and automatic control.

In general, the existing relationships between the parameters of the control process
and the parameters of the elements of the system in which this process takes place can be
presented as follows [19]:

y(u) =
m1

∑
i=1

ai

n

∏
j=1

u
αji
j (1)

where y(u) is a generalized technical and economic indicator; ai, αji are constant coefficients
determined by the properties of the system; uj is the variable system parameters; m1 is the
number of members of the function; and n is the number of variables.

In the optimization problems under consideration, the exponent y is the criterion of
optimality, and Expression (1) is the objective function. When solving optimal control
problems, it is necessary to compare options and choose the best one according to a certain
criterion. A comparison of options should be made with the basic values yb and ub. Any
variant of the state of the system can be expressed through these quantities. This can be
performed in this way.

Let us mark
y = y∗·yb, uj = uj∗·ujb (2)

where y∗= y/yb and uj∗= uj/ujb are the relative values of the parameters.
Substituting (2) into (1), we obtain

y∗·yb =
m1

∑
i=1

ai

n

∏
j=1

u
αji
j∗ u

αji
jb (3)

Performing identical transformations and introducing a replacement,

πib =

ai
n
∏
j=1

u
αji
jb

yb
(4)

We obtain the criterion form of the problem record:

y∗ =
m1

∑
i=1

πib

n

∏
j=1

u
αji
j∗ (5)

Note that for the basic variant, when y = yb, the criterion Equation (5) will take the
following form

1 = π1 + π2 + ... + πm1 (6)

In the last equation, the similarity criteria are normalized to 1. They indicate the
relative share of each member of the function (each component) in the criterion of optimality.

Considering the criterion Equation (5), it is easy to see that it allows us to investigate
the effect of deviation of any of the variables uj from its optimal value on the value of
the optimality criterion, to investigate the optimal solution on the sensitivity. Obviously,
it is most convenient to do this in relative units. If, by condition, the sensitivity of the
optimal solution is to be obtained in named units, then such a possibility exists. Expression
(2) can be used to recalculate deviations or variations. Obviously, it is first necessary to
determine the optimal (basic) values of the parameters of the studied system. To do this,
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you can use any of the known optimization methods. However, it is best, in this case,
to use criterion programming, because in it, the similarity criteria are variables that are
optimized [19,20]. In [19], a technique was developed in which the transition from double
variables of criterion programming (similarity criteria) to variables of a direct problem
is provided.

The experience of implementing optimization programs in the practice of operational
control shows that to achieve noticeable efficiency, it is necessary to constantly adjust the
parameters of the RES. The control and correction of states are based on a comparison of
the current and optimal value of the optimality criterion, which is the main core of the DT,

∆F = Fcur − Fo (7)

where ∆F is the value that characterizes the difference of the optimality criterion between
its current value Fcur and the optimal Fo in a certain period of time to control the conditions
of the system.

It is obvious that the complete coincidence of Fcur and Fo in real technical systems
for various reasons is impractical and sometimes impossible, for example, due to the
discreteness of the change in regulatory parameters. To achieve equality Fcur = Fo in
dynamic systems, such as power grids, requires a high intensity of DT, which leads to the
rapid use of their technical resources, reduced reliability, and consequently, to failures and
losses, sometimes commensurate and even greater than technical-economic effects, which
are achieved as a result of optimization. The general approach to solving this problem
is the analysis of the sensitivity of the criterion of optimality and the establishment of
a reasonable zone of insensitivity, in the middle of which all variants of the system are
equal economically.

Paper [19] shows the fundamental possibility of using similarity theory and modeling
in relation to the sensitivity problems of control systems. It is necessary to research and
develop appropriate methods and tools, as well as to determine the best ways to use them.

An important step in the analysis and evaluation of the sensitivity of optimal solutions,
which largely determine the efficiency of the system as a whole, is to create an adequate
mathematical model [21]. In this regard, it is necessary to develop mathematical models
that allow us to more effectively solve the problems of sensitivity analysis of optimal
solutions for controlling the conditions of dynamic systems. They should allow analyzing
and, on the basis of the results of the analysis, interpreting the received optimum of the
model on an optimum of the real investigated scheme. In the criterion models for this
purpose, it is necessary to match the accuracy of the definition of similarity criteria with the
accuracy of the initial information and the practical implementation of optimal solutions.

The individual elements of the systems considered here are interconnected in such a
way that their aggregate properties are described by graphs or matrices. The relationships
of the parameters of the vertices and edges of the graph in the mathematical models used
in optimal control are reduced to a quadratic form. Each member of this form is a square of
one of the variables or the product of two different variables. In matrix form, it is written in
the form

f (x) = xtQx (8)

where Q is a symmetric matrix, the rank of which is the rank of the form f(x).
In mathematical models of optimization problems during the formation of the objective

function as a function of the parameters of the vertices of the graph, it is necessary to
represent the quadratic form in the canonical form [19], which is when it contains only
the sum of terms with the squares of variables. Accordingly, it is necessary to convert the
matrix Q to a diagonal, which is always possible with orthogonal transformation. In this
case, the vector x is transformed, where S is the similarity transformation matrix, such that

~
Q = StQS (9)
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where
~
Q is the diagonal matrix, on the main diagonal of which are the eigenvalues of the

matrix Q; S is the matrix sensitivity.
Thus, it is necessary to develop a method for assessing the sensitivity of the mathe-

matical model of optimal control with eigenvalues.
The quality of optimal control significantly depends on the validity of the selected

insensitivity zone of the optimality criterion and the definition of the corresponding insen-
sitivity zones of the parameters that are regulated. Since the operating conditions in the
systems under consideration are constantly changing, it is necessary to adapt the SAC to
them. To this end, it is necessary to develop an algorithm and a program for determining
the boundaries of the region of insensitivity (optimality) of the components of the state con-
trol vector of systems in which the mismatch of current and optimal states is characterized
by large losses.

In [21–23], the laws of state control of a system with a quadratic optimality criterion are
obtained. However, they do not take into account the influence of the accuracy of parameter
determination on the accuracy of calculating similarity criteria as feedback coefficients of
the control laws of the species. For control, errors in determining the similarity criteria lead
to the incomplete correspondence of the optimal conditions of the mathematical model
of the system and the real system. It is necessary to develop methods, algorithms, and
programs for DT RESs for the formation and practical implementation of the laws of optimal
control for the conditions of a dynamic system, taking into account the sensitivity and thus
deviating from the errors of the initial information and computational inaccuracies. With
developed methods, algorithms, and programs, DT can help involve imbalanced power
systems with high-penetration RESs.

5. The Imbalance in Electric Power Systems with RESs in Case of Ukraine

The imbalance in electric power systems is observed (not just) in Ukraine. This
phenomenon is caused by the rapidly increasing generation of PPPs and WPPs. Insufficient
maneuverability and power capacity for balancing can also lead to an imbalance in the
whole system.

This situation in the electric networks against the background of the trends of the
annual increase in installed capacity and electricity generation by renewable energy sources
(RESs) poses new challenges and issues.

Nowadays, in Ukraine, there are particularly pressing issues of imbalanced electri-
cal networks. Since 1 January 2021, the standard for the financial responsibility for the
imbalance of the electrical power in the electrical system has been accepted. Energy sup-
ply companies, which are generating power via RESs, will pay financial taxes for power
imbalances. In these conditions, the problem of the analysis of electricity generation RES
instability at the control of parameters of electric network modes is actualized [24]. Fore-
casting electricity generation with minimal error to minimize possible compensation for
inaccurate forecast data is necessary for PPS, WPS, and mini-HPS owners. Forecasting and
usage of DTs are becoming significant tools for the cost-effective integration of RES systems
such as wind, solar, and hydro into microgrids, local and regional distribution grids, and
national transmission systems.

It should also be noted that, even due to the large number of software packages and
algorithms that allow the formation of forecast data, the issue of reliable and accurate fore-
casting still requires new deep studies and research projects, because the constant change in
climate and thus local weather significantly complicates the forecasting process. The fore-
casting process precedes the process of analyzing the instability of RES generation, namely
the identification of the most influential meteorological factors, so this article is devoted to
the analysis of the instability of RES generation in the control of electrical networks.

It should also be noted that, even due to a large number of software and algorithms
that allow the formation of forecast data, the issue of reliable and accurate forecasting still
requires careful study and research, because the constant change in weather significantly
complicates the forecasting process.
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The forecasting process precedes the process of analyzing the instability of RES gener-
ation, namely the identification of the most influential meteorological factors, so this article
is devoted to the analysis of the instability of RES generation in the control of electrical
networks. So, features of functioning power grids in modern conditions are shown in
Figure 7 and were created with the analysis papers taken into account [24–26].
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Ensuring the balance and, thus, better reliability in the power system in conditions of RES
integration is possible with the means and approaches that are presented in Figure 8 [21,22,27].
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RES integration.

6. The Control of the Parameters of Normal Mode Electric Power System for
Conditions with High-Level Integration of RESs

More details about this are written in the paper [28–31]. The optimal control task of
the parameters of the electric power system in its normal mode can be presented by the
expression [32]: minimize the control function

F(u) =
tk∫

t0

[xt(t)Hx(t) + ut(t)Lu(t)]dt (10)

in the set of states of the electric power system:
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dx
dt

= Ax(t) + Bu(t); x(t0) = x0; (11)

y(t) = Cx(t) + Du(t); (12)

where x(t) is the vector of state; y(t) is observation, u(t) is the control vector; A, B, C, D, H,
and L are matrixes of constant indexes, which are characterized by electric power system
parameters and have physical content; t0 and tk are the beginning and the end of the time
interval at which the control function to minimize (during 15 min for dispatch control of
the electric power system); and x0 is the start point of the state vector.

In this model:

x(t) =


.
J(t)

.
U∆(t)

Ub

; y(t) =


.
Sb(t).
Ub(t)

Ub

; u(t) =


k(t)

QRPS(t).
SRES(t)
PSE(t)

; (13)

where
.
J(t) = Û−1

d (t)Ŝ(t) is the vector of currents in nodes;
.

Ud(t) is the diagonal matrix
of node voltage;

.
S(t) = P + jQ is the vector of powers in nodes;

.
U∆(t) is the vector of

the voltages of the nodes relatively basic; Ub is the voltage of the base node;
.

U(t) is the
vector of node voltages;

.
Sb(t) = Pb + jQb and

.
Ib(t) are vectors of powers and currents in

the EPS branches where tele-measurements are; and k(t), QRPS(t),
.
SRES(t), and PSE(t) are

vectors of transformation coefficients, loads of reactive power sources, power of RESs, and
power of storage energy systems [25]. The state of the electric power system is defined in
Equation (2), and its solution respects the initial conditions x(t0) = x0.

Components of the optimality criterion at the control of normal mode parameters
of electric power systems with RESs are shown in Figure 9 [24,26–30]. Following the
investigation components of the optimality criterion for control in electric power systems,
the next step of the research is to study the influence of meteorological factors on the
generation of RESs [31–33].
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7. Assessment of the Sensitivity of the Optimality Criteria

Usually, during the synthesis of optimal programs and control laws, a priori informa-
tion on the dynamic characteristics of the object, possible external perturbing influences,
initial conditions for certain parts of the control process, etc., are used. However, the actual
characteristics of the systems differ from those expected. As a result, the design control may
be suboptimal. In addition, the control itself, as a result of errors in measuring elements,
computing, and actuators, is usually different from the calculation. This can also lead to a
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violation of the conditions of optimality. To assess the influence of these factors on the value
of the criterion of optimality, it is possible to use the apparatus of sensitivity theory [27].

The function that characterizes the quality of the optimality system and is denoted in
paragraph 5 as F(x,u) is written as follows:

F = F[x(t, ε1, . . . , εm, u1, . . . , un), ε1, . . . , εm, u1, . . . , un, T], (14)

where εi is a parameter that can have different physical values (it can characterize both the
eigenvalues of the system under study and the external actions acting on it), and T is time
intervals that characterize the period of discreteness of control actions.

It is assumed that the problem of finding the optimal control solution is reduced to the
problem of the conditional extreme of the function of many variables. The optimal value of
the function at the calculated values of the parameters ε1,..., εm is written in the form

F0 = F[x(t, ε10, . . . , εm0, u10, . . . , un0), ε10, . . . , εm0, u10, . . . , un0, T]. (15)

Let the real values of the parameters εi and ui differ from those calculated for the small
quantities ∆εi and ∆ui. Assume that the minimum of the function F is reached within the
allowable range of control parameters. Therefore, the partial derivatives characterizing the
sensitivity of the function to changes ∂F

∂ui
in the parameters ui are zero.

Then, decomposing (15) into a Taylor series and ignoring the terms above the first
order with respect to ∆εi and ∆ui obtains

∆F =
m

∑
i=1

∂F
∂x
· ∂x
∂εi

∆εi +
m

∑
i=1

∂F
∂εi

∆εi. (16)

From relation (10), the obtained sensitivity of the considered function (14) to changes
in the parameters is estimated using the expression

δF
i =

∂F
∂x
· ∂x
∂εi

+
∂F
∂εi

This paper solves the problem in which the function of the form is used as an indicator
of optimality, as follows:

F =

T(ε)∫
to

f (x, u, t, ε)dt (17)

Time T can be set or be a function of ε in advance. In the latter case, the moment T is
determined by a scalar condition

Ω[x(T), T, ε] = 0. (18)

It is obvious that the time T is a function of the parameter ε.
The sensitivity function of the indicator (12) has the following form:

∂F
∂ε

= f [x(T), u(T), T, ε]
dT
dε

+

T∫
0

[
∂ f
∂x
·∂x

∂ε
+

∂ f
∂u
·∂u

∂ε
+

∂ f
∂ε

]
dt

In the latter expression, the derivative dT
dε is determined by relation (18):

dT
dε

= −
∂Ω
∂x ·

∂x
∂ε +

∂Ω
∂ε

∂Ω
∂x ·

∂x
∂T + ∂Ω

∂T

or
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∂T
∂ε

=
∂Ω(T)

∂x δ(T) + ∂Ω(T)
∂ε

∂Ω(T)
∂x f [x(T), u(T), T, ε] + ∂Ω(T)

∂T

(19)

where δ(T) is the sensitivity function of the solution at t = T, and f[x(T), T, ε] is the right part
of the differential equation of the system at t = T.

In principle, the function of the parameter ε can be the lower limit of integration in the
function t0 (19):

t = t0(ε).

In this case, t0 is determined by a scalar equation

Ω1[x(t0), t0(ε), ε] = 0. (20)

The sensitivity function of the quality criterion (20), in the case when t0 is variable, is
determined by the expression

∂F
∂ε = f [x(T), u(T), T, ε] dT

dε − f [x(t0), u(t0), t0, ε] ∂t0
∂ε +

+
T∫
0

[
∂ f
∂x ·

∂x
∂ε +

∂ f
∂u ·

∂u
∂ε +

∂ f
∂ε

]
dt

(21)

In (21), the derivative dT
dε is found by Formula (19), and the derivative ∂t0

∂ε is found by
the following formula:

∂t0

∂ε
= −

∂Ω(t0)
∂x δ(t0) +

∂Ω(t0)
∂ε

∂Ω(t0)
∂x f [x0, u0, t0, ε] + ∂Ω(t0)

∂t0

(22)

With the help of sensitivity functions, it is possible to estimate the influence of inaccu-
racies of the initial information on parameters of an invariable part of the system (object,
executing devices, and sensors); disturbing effects; and initial conditions on the values of
the parameters that determine the optimality of control.

Consider an example function

F = F(u, x, ε), (23)

dependent on one parameter ε, which characterizes the object or external influence and
takes the minimum value within the allowable range of control parameters u. It is obvious
that the optimal coefficients uio are functions of the parameter ε. The influence of the
parameter ε on these coefficients is estimated by the derivative (sensitivity function) dui

dε .
It is known that the control parameters are determined using the necessary conditions

for the minimum of Function (23)

∂F
ui

= ϕ[uo(ε), ε] = 0 i = 1, n. (24)

Then, after differentiating the relations of (18), ε is obtained as follows:

∂ϕi
∂ε

+
n

∑
j=1

∂ϕi
∂uj
·
duj

dε
= 0, i = 1, n. (25)

Expression (24) forms a system of linear inhomogeneous algebraic equations with

respect to the derivative
duj
dε . For a small ∆ε increase, the optimal coefficients can be

determined as a result of linearization by the ratios

∆uio =
duj

dε
∆ε (26)
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In the case of several parameters of the object and disturbing effects, we have

∆uio =
m

∑
j=1

dui
dε j

∆ε j

Let us now consider how the last problem is solved in the presence of constraints in
the form of equalities:

gj(u, ε) = 0, j = 1, p. (27)

It is known [27] that in this case, according to the Lagrange method, the auxiliary function

L = F +
p

∑
j=1

µjgj (28)

allows you to replace a constrained task with an unrestricted task. In Expression (22),
the quantities µj are Lagrange factors. The necessary conditions for the presence of the
minimum of the Function (20), taking into account the Conditions (22), take the form

∂L
∂ui

= 0, i = 1, n (29)

or
∂F
∂ui

+
l

∑
j=1

uj
∂gj

∂ui
= 0, i = 1, n. (30)

The variables ui and µj can be found as a result of solving Equations (29) and (30).
Derivatives of Expressions (29) and (30) by the parameters ε can be written as follows:

∂gi
∂ε +

n
∑

j=1

∂gi
∂uj
· ∂uj

∂ε = 0, i = 1, p;

∂ϕi
∂ε +

n
∑

j=1

∂ϕi
∂ui
· dui

dε +
p
∑

j=1


dµi
dε g′ ji+

+µj

(
∂g′ ji

∂ε +
n
∑

q=1

∂g′ ji
∂uq
· duq

dε

)  = 0, i = 1, p,


(31)

where

ϕi =
∂F
∂ui

; g′ ji =
∂gj

∂ui

Expression (31) can be considered a system (p + n) of linear algebraic equations with

respect to derivatives
duj
dε and

dµj
dε . The coefficients of these equations can be calculated or

determined analytically by the known functions gi and F. Derivatives characterizing the
sensitivity of the optimal control parameters for RES in DT are the result of solving the
considered algebraic system (31). In this case, derivatives can also be calculated by the
parameter ε of Lagrange factors.

In Figure 10, an algorithm for solving the inverse sensitivity problem in an iterative
way using criterion models for the assessment of DT RESs and improving the implementa-
tion of DT for RESs is shown.

Figure 10 shows the flowchart of the formation of the optimality region δMu. The
algorithm is implemented as part of the software for sensitivity analysis of power generation
RESs [27]. The software is compatible and works in a graphical and computing environment.
Input data and analysis results are stored in a database (DB).
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8. Investigation of Daily Electricity Generation RESs during the Year

Three different types of RESs were studied: photovoltaic power stations (PPSs) [32],
wind power stations (WPSs) [31,34], and mini-hydropower stations (MHPs) [33,35]. Daily
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electricity generation for each power station is shown in Figure 11: respectively, PPS
(“Tsekynivska-2”–4–5, Ukraine) (see Figure 11a,b), MHPS (“Bodnarivska”, Ukraine) (see
Figure 11c), WPS (Sokol, Poland). Consequently, in the case of RESs, such as for the WPS
and PV power station, the output power generation cannot be arbitrarily adjusted [35]. The
red graph shows the determined daily electricity generation, and the dark blue graph shows
measured data (see Figure 11c). During 2019, real data were observed and kept about daily
electricity generation by mini-HPP “Bodnarivska”. So, our predicted value for the annual
electricity generation for 2019 was 1.472 GWh, but in reality, we had 1.322 GWh (Error is
11%). However, for forecasting, we take into account only meteorological factors and use the
standard expression, but did not use dispatch control and technical condition equipment.
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Figure 11. Daily electricity generation (2018–2019) by PPS “Tsekynivska-2”–4–5 (a) and distribution
of number of days depending on value electricity generation (b) [32]; daily electricity generation by
mini-HPP “Bodnarivska” during the 2019 year (c): red curve is calculated value and blue curve is
real value [34]; and daily electricity generation of WPP during the 2019 year (d) [36].

The most significant difference between centralized power supply in the power grids
and distributed power generation is the change in power flows in different directions of
electricity and the structure of load and consumption charts. The balance structure usually
depends strongly on the consumption schedule and its variability. In power systems
that use large amounts of RESs but lack sufficient storage reserves, the composition of
production units varies under the influence of many factors. These factors usually include
meteorological conditions, as well as the topology of transmission and distribution lines to
consumers. In particular, the structure of the equipment and lines can change significantly,
which affects the entire balance reliability of the entire system. Therefore, it is important to
assess the possibility of ensuring the balance reliability of RESs in electrical networks, taking
into account their schedules of generation and consumption. However, obtained graphs in
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Figure 9 show the instability of average daily electricity generation during the year. The
processes of changing the daily and hourly electricity generation of RESs during the year,
day, and hour depend on the influence of meteorological factors, electricity consumption
schedules, parameters that characterize the technical condition of electrical equipment
networks, and so on.

For assessment of the influence of meteorological factors on generation by RESs, the
correlation–regression analysis can be applied. The main task of the correlation–regression
analysis is to define and assess the most significant quantitative characteristics of particular
relations between particular processes and phenomena. The Pearson, Spearman, and
Kendall correlation coefficients are to be used for estimating this influence [37].

9. Correlation–Regression Analysis of RES Generation

The most common criterion for evaluating the closeness of the connection between
variables is the Pearson correlation coefficient, which is given as follows:

r f W =
n·∑ fi·Wi − (∑ fi)·(∑ Wi)√(

n·∑ f 2
i − (∑ fi)

2
)(

n·∑ W2
i − (∑ Wi)

2
) , (32)

where Wi is daily electricity generation and fi is the meteorological factor. However, this
has limited opportunities for usage due to the following requirements:

1. Comparative values should be on an interval or relative scale (quantitative and
continuous);

2. At least one of the values (and preferably both) should have a normal distribution (be-
cause the calculation of this ratio is a parametric estimation method relationship sign);

3. The relationship between variables is linear;
4. Homoscedasticity;
5. Quite a large sample size of at least 25 observations.

Thus, before deciding to apply the Pearson correlation coefficient, we need to know
the data type and distribution of the studied variables, and if this is unknown, then it is
necessary to check the distribution of both variables in the sample. Additionally, there is
the need to build the scattergram in order to ensure that the relationship between variables
is linear, and to check the condition of homoscedasticity. If this condition is met, the data
scatter of the variable Wi is approximately the same for all values of the variable fi. If
the variability of the variable Wi varies depending on the value of the variable fi (the
scattergram looks like a triangle, trapezoid, etc.), then the Pearson correlation coefficient
does not properly reflect the relationships between variables. Checking the normality of the
data distribution and analysis of the scattergram allowed us to conclude that other criteria
could be applied, such as Spearman’s rank coefficient [32,37].

Correlation analysis of the basic variables was applied. The use of ordinal variables
allowed us to order statically described objects according to the degree of appearance of
particular features. The usage of ordinal variables is necessary when the scale of direct
quantitative measurement of the object is unknown or just in the basic conventional sense.
Since the RES electricity generation and meteorological parameters are always tied to
the timeline, this allowed us to rank them according to the ordinal variables (time—year,
month, day, hour, and minute). This fact is especially important if taking into account the
problem of power balancing in today’s conditions of operating the electric power system.

Thus, in contrast to classical statistical analysis of the kth (k = 0, 1, 2, ..., p) quantitative,
when the characteristic x(k) is the result of real measurement or observation of physical
objects, every statistical investigation matches one of several physical scales represented
through numerical characteristic x(k). In this case, the result of measuring the ordinal
variable is a direct mapping to each feature of the studied objects. This is represented with
some conditional numerical labels, and this representation determines the real position
of this subject in the queue of all of the n studied objects, and these objects are ordered to
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reduce the degree of manifestation like the kth test feature. This situation is called the rank
of the ith object by the kth sign.

The process of ordering these objects P1, P2, . . . , Pn is performed using expert infor-
mation, meaning involvement or formalization. This could be expressed by repositioning
from an initial series of some auxiliary quantitative observations to the corresponding
variation set. Typical measurement p + 1 of the ordinal variables n of the studied objects
P1, P2, . . . , Pn, makes a table of initial data and indexes. Any item from the table specifies
a rank that occupies a specific position in the range of all statistically examined objects.
These elements are sorted to reduce the degree of manifestation of the kth test feature. This
feature is represented as a variable. In this meaning, the rank correlation is a statistical
relationship between those ordinal variables. This means that the relationship is analyzed
on the basis of the initial statistics. All inputs are represented by the indexes of n objects
understood on different grounds. Assessing the consistency or relationship between the
structure of the indexing describes investigated objects in the sign x(k) and the ordering of
the same objects by another sign x(j) (Table 2) [35,37–39].

Table 2. The relationship between the ordering of the investigated objects by the sign x(k) and the
ordering of the same objects by another sign x(j).

Ordinal Number
of the Object

Ordinal Number of the Investigated Variable (“Property”)

0 1 2 3 ... k ... p

1 x(0)1 x(1)1 x(2)1 x(3)1
... x(k)1

. . . x(p)
1

2 x(0)2 x(1)2 x(2)2 x(3)2
... x(k)2

. . . x(p)
2

... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

i x(0)i x(1)i x(2)i x(3)i
... x(k)i

. . . x(p)
i

... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

n x(0)n x(1)n x(2)n x(3)n ... x(k)n . . . x(p)
n

To determine the degree of connection between the rankings X(k) = (x(k)1 , x(k)2 , . . . , x(k)n )
T

and X(j) = (x(j)
1 , x(j)

2 , . . . , x(j)
n )

T
, Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient is used:

r̂(s)kj = 1− 6
n3 − n

n

∑
i=1

(x(k)i − x(j)
i )

2
(33)

For equaling ranks x(k)i = x(j)
i for all i = 1, 2, . . . , n is r̂(s)kj = 1, and for opposite

x(k)i = n− x(j)
i + 1 for i = 1, 2, . . . , n is r̂(s)kj = −1. In all other cases,

∣∣∣r̂(s)kj

∣∣∣〈1 [40–42].
Another widely used characteristic of the closeness of the statistical relationship

between the two rankings is the Kendall rank correlation coefficient, which is determined
by the ratio

r̂(K)kj = 1− 4ν(X(k), X(j))

n(n− 1)
, (34)

where ν(X(k), X(j)) is the minimum number of exchanges of adjacent elements of the
sequence X(j) necessary to bring it to order X(k). Obviously, the value ν(X(k), X(j)) is
symmetric with respect to its arguments, so the number of exchanges is minimal for the
sequence X(k), necessary to bring to form X(j). With matching rankings X(k) and X(j)

r̂(K)kj = 1 (ν(X(k), X(j) = 0), and at opposite

x(k)i = n− x(j)
i + 1, i = 1, 2, . . . , n,
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so
ν(X(k), X(j) =

1
2

n(n− 1))r̂(K)kj = −1.

In all other cases, ∣∣∣r̂(K)kj

∣∣∣〈1.

The Kendall coefficient is defined on the basis of ratios of the type “more or less”, the
validity of which is established when constructing scales. A pair of objects are selected, and
their ranks are compared on one basis and on another. If, on the first sign, the ranks form a
direct order (the order of a natural series), then the pair is assigned +1; if the reverse is true,
then −1.

For the selected pair, the corresponding plus–minus units (on the basis of X and on
the basis of Y) are multiplied. The result is +1 if the ranks of the pair of both traits are in the
same sequence, and −1 if in reverse.

The Kendall coefficient has some advantages over the Spearman coefficient; namely,
when you need to thoroughly investigate the statistical features of the data and the dynam-
ics of changes, this coefficient is more precise. The coefficients for data on meteorological
factors were obtained in Power Project Data Sets (see Figure 12) [43].
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Resources POWER Release-8 [30].

To obtain data about meteorological factors, the free NASA resource Power Project
Data Sets was used. The flowchart shows how to obtain meteorological data step-by-step
(see Figure 12).

The Pearson, Spearman, and Kendall correlation coefficients were used to comprehend
and optimize the meteorological factors that influence the electricity generation of different
kinds of RESs.

LabView software was used to estimate and compose Pearson, Spearman, and Kendall
rank correlation coefficients.

Results are noted in Table 3 and Figure 13.
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Table 3. The results of determining the Kendall, Spearman, and Pearson correlation coefficients of
electricity generation.

Name of
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PRECTOT Precipitation 0.23 0.26 0.159 −0.411 −0.286 −0.230 −0.371 −0.254 −0.16 0.05 0.008 0.07

QV2M Specific Humidity at 2 m −0.03 0.036 −0.113 0.659 0.539 0.669 0.476 0.389 0.478 −0.16 −0.2 −0.19

RH2M Relative Humidity at 2 m 0.35 0.27 0.236 −0.747 −0.530 −0.739 −0.764 −0.550 −0.76 0.145 0.23 0.22

PS Surface Pressure −0.14 −0.14 −0.094 −0.036 −0.020 −0.049 0.099 0.067 0.096 −0.08 −0.19 −0.12

T2M
RANGE Temperature Range at 2 m −0.21 −0.15 −0.143 0.729 0.524 0.735 0.705 0.507 0.710 −0.13 −0.2 −0.19

TS Earth Skin Temperature −0.18 −0.002 −0.132 0.703 0.492 0.729 0.716 0.518 0.719 −0.18 −0.26 −0.26

T2MDEW Dew/Frost Point at 2 m −0.04 0.12 −0.048 0.622 0.418 0.637 0.561 0.395 0,564 −0,16 −0,27 −0.24

T2MWET Wet Bulb Temperature at
2 m −0.04 0.12 −0.047 0.621 0.417 0.637 0.560 0.394 0.563 −0.16 −0.23 −0.24

T2M_MAX MaxTemperature at 2 m −0.2 −0.03 −0.141 0.749 0.534 0.772 0.746 0.550 0.751 −0.18 −0.27 −0.26

T2M_MIN Minimum Temperature at
2 m −0.15 0.02 −0.118 0.638 0.432 0.656 0.630 0.448 0.636 −0.17 −0.26 −0.25

T2M Temperature at 2 Meters −0.16 0.008 −0.123 0.703 0.491 0.728 0.713 0.517 0.717 −0.17 −0.26 −0.26

WS50M_RANGE Wind Speed Range at 50 m 0.06 0.08 0.043 0.109 0.074 0.064 0.042 0.028 0.027 0.02 0.04 0.027

WS10M_RANGE Wind Speed Range at 10 m 0.09 0.07 0.06 −0.061 −0.040 −0.100 −0.027 −0.020 −0.03 0.23 0.29 0.342

WS50M_MIN Minimum Wind Speed at
50 m −0.05 −0.096 −0.024 −0.183 −0.120 −0.201 −0.190 −0.125 −0.198 0.45 0.67 0.62

WS10M_MIN Minimum Wind Speed at
10 m −0.09 −0.13 −0.054 −0.170 −0.112 −0.199 −0.199 −0.134 −0.224 0.42 0.61 0.6

WS50M_MAX Maximum Wind Speed at
50 m <−0.001 −0.03 0.007 −0.100 −0.065 −0.140 −0.158 −0.106 −0.15 0.51 0.61 0.67

WS10M_MAX Maximum Wind Speed at
10 m <−0.001 −0.03 0.006 −0.183 −0.121 −0.202 −0.173 −0.116 −0.15 0.49 0.62 0.67

WS50M Wind Speed at 50 m −0.02 −0.07 −0.005 −0.189 −0.125 −0.189 −0.189 −0.126 −0.18 0.55 0.7 0.71

WS10M Wind Speed at 10 m −0.01 −0.06 −0.003 −0.209 −0.136 −0.224 −0.227 −0.152 −0.22 0.53 0.68 0.7

KT Insolation Clearness Index −0.02 0.002 −0.019 0.840 0.653 0.838 0.791 0.599 0.798 −0.09 −0.16 −0.14

ALLSKY_SFC_
SW_DWN

All Sky Insolation Incident
on a Horizontal Surface 0.08 0.18 0.04 0.916 0.748 0.914 0.894 0.731 0.892 −0.18 −0.27 −0.27

ALLSKY_SFC_
LW_DWN

Thermal Infrared
Radiative Flux −0.07 0.08 −0.06 0.408 0.252 0.385 0.424 0.288 0.413 −0.16 −0.25 −0.24
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Figure 13. Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients responding to Table 2 for 2019 for mini-HPS (a),
PPS (b), and WPS (c).

10. Discussion

Table 3 collected from groups of meteorological factors, namely humidity, thermal,
wind, and insolation. One parameter from each group was chosen after investigating the
obtained results. The main condition for selection was the maximum of the value rank
correlation coefficient. So, for the PPS, we obtained these results from set “Humidity”–RH2M–
“Relative Humidity at 2 Meters”; from set “Thermal”–T2M_MAX–“Maximum Temperature at
2 Meters”; from set “Wind”–WS10M–“Wind Speed at 10 Meters”; and from set “Insolation”–
ALLSKY_SFC_SW_DWN–“All Sky Insolation Incident on a Horizontal Surface”. “Wind Speed
at 50 Meters” and “Wind Speed at 10 Meters” are the main meteorological influence factors
for the electricity generation of the WPS. HPSs do not strongly depend on meteorological
factors. However, forecasting electricity generation by this type of power station needs
to take into account some meteorological factors. “Precipitation”; “Relative Humidity at
2 Meters”; “Temperature Range at 2 Meters”; “Earth Skin Temperature”; and “Maximum
Temperature at 2 Meters” are influential meteorological factors for mini-HPSs.

The next paragraph presents the implementation of obtained results for the design of
RESs, specifically, a PV system with 3D visualization for industrial objects.

11. Case Study: Preparation of Creating Model DT RES–3D Visualization PV System
for Buildings with Complicated Shape—DT Technologies of Integrated
Energy System

The 3D model of the proposed building was created in PV*SOL Premium version
2023 using basic 3D entities and custom textures. Due to the complexity of the object, the
importing of 3D structures from an external CAD program was offered as an alternative.
However, this solution was not used due to the expected problems with the detection and
subsequent manual definition of mounting surfaces.

The creation of the model was based on the drawn documentation and provided
the following:

• Sections and planned sections of the unit;
• Drawing of the lightning conductor solution of the unit;
• Drawing of the unit grounding;
• Lightning drawings;
• Documentation of the unit construction, and furthermore, from own photo documen-

tation taken and map and satellite data from maps.google.com and mapy.cz.

It needs to be noted that the presented archive data provided differs in certain details
and does not correspond to the current state in certain ways. These are mainly differences
in some dimensions on the drawings and the detailed design of some parts of the casing.
Additionally, some doors and other elements are incorrectly drawn on the drawings or
not shown and dimensioned at all. The parameters of these elements were determined
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with the maximum possible accuracy by comparing our own photo documentation with
the provided drawings. Any deviations, however, do not have a significant effect on the
functionality and accuracy of the created model. So it can provide problems during the
process of creating DT RESs.

The actual model is created with two variants. One model is clearer, but does not
include remote shading objects that can affect the operation of the PV system located on
the building (e.g., other big buildings). The second variant contains the same elements but
is incorporated into the map base and also contains models of shading objects that were
selected based on the shading analysis.

The model of the unit itself is made up of several separate objects that are graphically
described (building low, building high, and so on). Individual mounting surfaces are
supplemented with details that affect the use of the surface or the creation of shadows
(blinds, vents, etc.). Mounting surfaces also contain individual protective zones (lightning
conductors, gas, edges of buildings, etc.). If part of the mounting surface is covered by an
adjacent object, this area is filled with a forbidden area to allow the use of automatic tools
for creating PV systems. Individual mounting surfaces and important functional elements
are also mnemonically described in the model for easy orientation. For a better overview of
the overall situation, the individual elements are textured using textures obtained from the
captured photos. The created model of the industrial building is shown in Figure 12, and
the overall situation is shown in Figures 14 and 15.
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12. Feasibility Study of the PV Power Plant in the Current State of the Building

So, the created variants represent three different solutions with different degrees of
utilization of building surfaces and different complexity of solutions. The complexity and
complexity of the mounting surfaces offer a lot of room for the variability of individual
solutions. Due to aesthetics and, in particular, trouble-free functionality, different types of
panels are not used in individual variants (with one exception). Modern 500 W monocrys-
talline silicon half-cut Longi LR5 HIH 500M modules were used for the simulation. The
use of smaller modules (200–300 W) could probably achieve even better use of individual
surfaces, but due to the large variability of the shading density, the correct detection and
limitation of these areas have a more significant effect on the functioning of the system.
Certain inaccuracies in the placement of individual details on the assembly surfaces also
play their role (it cannot be determined unequivocally from the documentation). To detect
these effects, panels rotated by 90◦ were used in some variants. The resulting deviation
varies at most in percentage units. All variants are designed with maximum simplicity in
mind. The modules and inverters used are currently commonly available on the market.
Only general economic parameters are used in the simulations, which do not guarantee
the absolute correctness of the results. Individual variants, however, can be compared
relatively among themselves.

12.1. Variant 01

The system is supplemented by thin-film CIS panels 140 W on the northern walls.
Emphasis is placed on the maximum use of individual surfaces and the maximization of
installed power. Utilization of northern areas increases production by about 10% over
Variant 01, but overall utilization and internal rate of return are somewhat worse. From the
simulations, it is again clear that some surfaces have up to 50% losses due to shading and
are, therefore, not suitable for real use (Figure 14).

Installed capacity: 258 kWp (784 modules)–27 areas
Estimated annual production: 137,320 kWh
Specific annual yield: 530.09 kWh/kWp
Utilization rate: 73.1%
Internal rate of return: 6.23%

12.2. Variant 02

This is an addition to variant 04 with better use of low and shielded surfaces using
thin-layer CIS panels. Surfaces are also used where panels can be damaged due to handling
in adjacent areas (scale, dump under the conveyor...). This variant offers by far the greatest
utilization of area, but the worst degree of utilization and internal rate of return.

Installed capacity: 269 kWp (866 modules)–27 areas
Estimated annual production: 139,171 kWh
Specific annual yield: 514.24 kWh/kWp
Utilization rate: 72.2%
Internal rate of return: 6.03%

12.3. Variant 03

Only vertical panels are used on the east, south, and west walls and sloping structures
on the roofs. The emphasis is not on the maximum use of individual surfaces and maxi-
mizing the installed power, but on the efficiency of the entire system. Only surfaces with a
maximum degree of shading of up to 5% are used. This rule guarantees the uniformity of
the efficiency of individual strings and better use of the installed panels (Figures 16–18).

Installed power: 115 kWp (231 modules)–13 areas
Estimated annual production: 81,839 kWh
Specific annual yield: 706.12 kWh/kWp
Utilization rate: 86.3%
Internal rate of return: 8.39%
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13. Discussion of the Case Study

Evaluation of the usability of individual variants for covering their own consumption
was studied. All of the listed variants 01–03 can be used without problems to cover their
own consumption, which is characterized by the delivered monthly values of electricity
consumption. Considering the amount of their current own consumption (1,446,670 kWh
was accepted) and the expected production of electricity from the PV system (approx.
70,000–120,000 kWh), it can be assumed that all the energy produced is consumed during
normal operation of the calcination unit. Due to the nature of the operation, the consump-
tion can be considered practically constant during the entire 24 h. From this point of view,
there is no significant difference between the individual variants.

14. Plan for the Future

Summarizing the above, the objectives of the study conducted in this work were
formulated in this paragraph. Their essence is as follows:

- To explore the possibilities and determine the optimal ways to use existing methods
and tools of similarity theory and modeling and develop new ones in relation to the
sensitivity problems of optimal solutions for DT RESs;

- To develop mathematical models for DT RESs that allow us to more effectively solve
the problems of the sensitivity analysis of optimal solutions for controlling the condi-
tions of dynamic systems;

- To develop a method for assessing the criterion method of sensitivity of the mathe-
matical model of optimal control of system conditions for DT RESs with eigenvalues,
in particular, the assessment of the sensitivity of similarity criteria;

- To develop an algorithm for DT RESs and a program for the distribution of the area
of insensitivity (optimality) of the criterion of optimality between the parameters of
the optimized system, in which the discrepancy between the current and optimal
conditions is characterized by large losses;

- To develop methods, algorithms, and programs for forming the laws of optimal control
for RESs, taking into account the sensitivity and the example of optimizing the normal
conditions of the EPS with RESs to make sure of their efficiency and effectiveness.

15. Conclusions

The obtained results can be used for the advancement of the research field as scientific
substantiation of DTs and developed calculation methods for the design of power supply
for objects and structures of various purposes using the heat of the environment and other
renewable sources with redundancy for energy accumulation and consumption for solar
energy, wind, and mini-hydropower plants. Another advancement is the development
of practical recommendations for the construction of such energy systems that take into
account meteorological available data. The developed models will offer the possibility
of adaptation to different climatic zones and weather conditions and their application in
isolated objects or integrated combined energy systems. Developed recommendations
can be used for the renovation of the Power system of Ukraine and for the design of
industry objects and shelters after the war following decarbonization, decentralization, and
digitalization policy requirements by the EU. Observed research can help create the DT of
a particular object (for example, a shelter) with RESs (design and simulate power and heat
supply and consumption of shelters based on RESs using DT technology).
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